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A new system of TRESTA reception counters perfectly meets
the needs of our clients. These are simple, pure forms accentuated by the LED light that allow to achieve the maximum
functionality of the reception area, which is a place of the first
contact with the client. A variety of finishings, wide array of
colours and textures as well as modern aesthetics contribute
to the special character of TRESTA counters.
The system of TRESTA reception counters consists of modules which are either straight or angular, high or low. The
sides of the counters can be adjusted to particular needs
thanks to a broad spectrum of options: the sides can be either wide or narrow, tall or short. The top and sides are made
of lightweight boards that come in two universal colours:
white and grey. The fronts of the counters can be made from
a variety of materials like: basic melamine board or natural
veneer, matt and high-gloss lacquered surfaces or ultimately,
various kinds of laminated surfaces in many intriguing colours with a high gloss. As a result of having connected different colours or even different technologies on the fronts
of the reception counters, every piece of furniture does look
unique.
An additional functionality is provided thanks to the interior
elements of the counters, such as mobile shelves for documents and upholstered panels. It is these very elements that
make the workplace look well-organised. Mounting desk
outlets and cable ports in desktops and cables ducts under
desks ensure the maximum functionality and ergonomics of
the furniture.
The fact that TRESTA counters can be delivered disassembled is an important advantage since we are able to reduce
the costs of transport then and we make it easier to carry the
furniture even to the areas or rooms to which the access in
case of furniture delivered in one piece would be difficult.

T3-001 200/85/H116|76
T3-003 160/85/H116|76

T3-006 133/133/
H116|76

T3-011 200/110/H76
T3-013 160/110/H76

T3-016 160/160/H76

T3-051 38/4/H115
T3-052 38/4/H115

T3-060 50/4/H74
T3-061 50/4/H74

T3-058 60/4/H115
T3-059 60/4/H115

T3-053 85/4/H115
T3-054 85/4/H115

T3-041 27/31/H37

T3-042 49/31/H37

T3-043 48/1/H37

T3-055 110/4/H74
T3-056 110/4/H74

T3-057 38/4/H40

